




Act I, 2018 : 
In 2018, Sophie and Didier Guillon combined 

their skills to create Storie Veneziane, or 

“Venetian Stories,” an olfactory high jewelry 

collection inspired by Venice, presenting 

the city’s tradition of craftsmanship present 

throughout its various neighborhoods. The 

project highlighted the artistic talent of Didier, 

who designed an exceptional bottle, and the 

creative vitality of Sophie, who oversaw the 

creation of five distinguished perfume extracts.

An olfactory fairy tale 
in two acts

Act II, 2020 :
Today, Sophie and Didier are writing the second 

chapter of their olfactory fairy tale under 

the Storie Veneziane brand, now housed in an 

iconic Venetian palace. Sophie is elaborating 

two eau de toilette and perfume collections : the 

first, Palazzo Nobile, integrates her husband’s 

aesthetic vision, while the second, entitled 

Collezione Privata, is enlivened by her own 

passion for olfactive materials.





Illustrating Valmont Group’s embrace of perfumes, Storie Veneziane comes 

to life in Venice… as a tribute to the Serenissima’s artistic flamboyance : a 

timeless bubble immune to the tribulations of the real world, where nothing 

counts but talent and artistic expression in all its forms:

… Music, celebrated through street concerts,

… Fashion, exalted by ancestral savoir-faire,

… Art, glorified in lavish biennial exhibitions.

An insatiable art lover and driving force behind the Valmont Foundation, Didier 

Guillon has chosen Venice as the official nest of his artistic passion as of 

2020. He fell in love with an iconic palace, a jewel of Venetian history which he 

purchased and refurbished to showcase his own artwork. Palazzo Bonvicini, or 

as he prefers to call it, Palazzo Nobile, hosts his most prestigious exhibits, 

with works by the Maestro himself. What better setting for an olfactory creation 

imagined by an exceptional Group ?

Venetian 
passion



Sophie Guillon shares her epicurean husband’s taste 

for art and his quest for universal beauty. Driven on by 

the success of Storie Veneziane’s initial masterpieces at 

the Palazzo Bonvicini, she is composing new olfactory 

portraits, comprising two distinct and singular 

collections :

– Collezione Privata, three eaux de parfum portraying 

Sophie’s vision of harmony.

– Palazzo Nobile, five rare eaux de toilette featuring 

creative input from Didier.

Storie Veneziane thus stands out as the apotheosis of 

two life journeys, where Sophie and Didier Guillon each 

find the roots of their inspiration : Sophie relishes playing 

with the materials and contrasts that have delighted 

her throughout her career, while Didier indulges in 

unconstrained self-expression through unique artistic 

creations.

These two collections may share certain codes, but each 

conveys the artistic choices, the creative perspective and 

the intrinsic talents of its creator.

The apotheosis 
of two life journeys



COLLEZIONE 

PRIVATA



Sophie crafts a collection of three eaux de 

parfum in her own image... a sophisticated, 

cosmopolitan woman, lively, candid and 

spontaneous, who shines ostentation. A lover 

of contrasting materials, she pursues her 

quest for harmony by juxtaposing warm and 

cool notes, blending seemingly irreconcilable 

qualities and putting forth a refreshing view of 

femininity.

The harmony 
of contrasts



The first Collezione Privata creation, Jazzy Twist 

symbolizes a free and elusive woman… a woman 

Casanova cannot hope to conquer. Sparkling to the point 

of effervescence, impetuous and heady, Jazzy Twist 

presents its contrasts with straightforward charisma. It 

eludes capture and characterization, sometimes girlish, 

often impertinent, always addictive. 

This floral gourmand scent presents a magnolia and 

tuberose chord. With a creative flair, it accentuates the 

personality of this indelibly young woman sparkling with 

radiant femininity. A lively lead-in of Madagascar black 

pepper warms up the senses while intensifying this rich 

yet graceful floral surge. To conclude, a whiff of chocolate 

mingled with an essence of patchouli, vanilla extract and 

Tonka beans confers an exhilarating gourmandise to the 

composition. A surprising wake, heady and addictive, 

true to the persona of Mademoiselle Jazzy Twist. 

JAZZY TWIST



The second opus of Collezione Privata, Lady Code, 

portrays cool seduction and ordered elegance. Candidly 

feminine, this figure draws inspiration from a subdued 

spirit of French chic. Those who know her well see 

beneath her impassive veil, recognizing the warm, 

endearing, even exuberant personality that Lady Code 

reveals over time.

Sophie interprets this contrast with a modern and 

timeless composition, a sensual and sophisticated 

blend of hot and cold formulated around essences 

of jasmine. The spell emerges with noble notes of 

delicately spicy pink berries... Immediately honed by the 

fruity sweetness of Arabian jasmine, an icon in the world 

of perfumery. Heightened by the candied almond scent 

chosen as a base note, this chypre gourmand chord 

embodies plastic beauty stimulated by irrational charm.

LADY CODE



Finally, with Private Mind Sophie leads us into the secret 

garden of a contemplative, almost introverted woman. Her 

inner balance is silent, focused on spirituality and reflection. 

Her mysterious character enchants and fascinates any 

Casanova looking to grasp her unique magnetism.

A sensual being, she revels in the opulence of extravagant 

materials like velvet and cashmere, worn close to the 

skin. This dichotomy is made manifest in the floral and 

leathery notes of Private Mind, exalting the rose and the 

secrets of seduction it holds. 

In its initial attack, the fragrance celebrates the spicy 

warmth of saffron... magnifying the Damask rose in 

its heart, a captivating aroma of femininity with a hint 

of mysterious sensuality. Amplified by feline notes of 

leather for a strikingly modern character, the fragrant rose 

expresses singular opulence for a unique wake.

PRIVATE MIND



PALAZZO

NOBILE



With five eaux de toilette of ethereal delicacy, Sophie 

harnesses the name of Palazzo Nobile to celebrate 

the intimate emotions of each fragrance, captured  

in bottles of subdued elegance. As a loving artistic 

nod, Didier accents the vessels with a terrazzo motif 

taken from the palace itself…

… and highlights the origins of the eponymous 

collection by bestowing an evocative name for his 

eau de toilette, the leading figure in this Venetian 

adventure : Casanova 2161.

Didier takes his inspiration from the universal seducer, 

who loves and desires all women : Casanova. His 

ineffable personality and magnetic charm comes out 

in a men’s fragrance that is at once timeless, elegant 

and resolutely stylish... while bearing the palazzo’s 

sestiere number: Casanova 2161. 

Discreet 
elegance 



The legendary playboy is depicted in an aromatic and addictive  

woody essence, a modern interpretation of the mythical vetiver, 

exalted in an original composition. Spicy juniper berries amplify its 

freshness, while its fragrant heart beats with the untold elegance of 

iris, an imperial blossom chosen for its floral and woody accents. For 

a lasting final impression, vetiver extract rounds out the woody and 

faintly smoky facets of this subtle, unexpected eau de toilette tinged 

with aromatic brilliance.

The eternal charmer, Casanova revels more in the thrill of the chase 

than the tingle of triumph. He unleashes his skills in pursuit of the 

women depicted by Sophie in Collezione Privata.

CASANOVA 2161



SEA BLISS embodies wanderlust, recalling the 

scents of an invigorating stroll along the beach through 

fresh and pure chords : the sunny tiare flower blends with an 

energizing marine heart, softened by waves of white musk.

SECRET BAMBOO subtly interprets the natural 

magic and elegance of bamboo in a powdery floral scent 

featuring fresh and airy green notes for a seductive, enveloping 

and comforting character remarkable for its simplicity.

cornerstone of the collection
While Didier sees in CASANOVA 2161 the essence of the 

Palazzo Nobile collection, Sophie melds a pot-pourri of authentic inner 

feelings into five eaux de toilette dedicated to discreet pleasure-seekers of 

either sex. Light and crystalline, they assert their freshness in varied tones : 

always refined, never obsessive.

Passionate and sensual poppies come together 

in BRIGHT POPPY, an eclectic 

poem in which floral and musky notes evoke the 

idealistic romanticism of adolescence.

A tribute to an icon of olfactory art, SATIN MUSK 

glorifies musk and the virtuous addiction it creates, offering 

a fragrant sonnet of exotic flowers for a decidedly powdery 

composition.

Each woman’s realization of her seductive power is expressed in 

the sensual notes of BLOOMING BALLET… a 

symbol of femininity imbued with the floral freshness of the rose, 

the sparkle of freesia and a powdery cloud of white musk.

sensations
PALAZZO NOBILE



An overarching reference for Sophie Guillon’s myriad of inspirations and creations, with Didier’s 

occasional contributions, Storie Veneziane, “Venetian Stories,” embodies her taste for fragrances 

in three parts, all independent and complementary, all authentic and distinguished :

Storie Veneziane, the first fragrant journey in five olfactory high jewelry extracts, created as a 

tribute to five Venetian sestieres, and soon to incorporate a sixth;

Palazzo Nobile, a blend of five pure and discreet eaux de toilette, starring impetuous playboy 

Casanova in his palace;

Collezione Privata, an expression of Sophie’s love for femininity and its many contrasts, brought 

to life in three spirited eaux de parfum. The story has just begun…

Exalting sensory excellence.

The art of perfume 
as seen by Valmont Group
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www.lamaisonvalmont.com


